Turn thinking into doing
Visualisation
expresses your idea
behind. Your plan
speaks through a
creative interactive
graphic.
Comprehending the
value of digital
communication, you
will prominently
achieve inclusion.

3-dimensional
Public Engagement
3-dimensional
Noise Mapping

3-dimensional EIA

Smart Environmental
Assessment System

Cave Automatic
Virtual
Smart City
Blueprint
Smart
Enforcement
Smart
Monitoring
Virtual
Reality
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CHALLENGES
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From text to animation, from data
to 3D illustration, the world shifts
to digital visualisation to reach
widespread communication.
Environmental practitioners possess
pieces of knowledge; digitalisation
transforms the experience into
digital know-how. The prevalence
of digitalisation changes the
perception of the people.
The
challenges of adaptation are to
combine all the expertise into one.

ADAPTATION

Digital specialist enables
fundamental environmental
knowledge to adapt to digital
stages. Framing by regulations, data
is the source of all decision making.
Digital visualisation platforms and
systems in-between act as
communicable interfaces for people
to understand the data and ideas
behind. Smartly utilising technology
and tools into visualisation
development is the science of
adaptation.

DEVELOPMENT

Aiming high and far is the beginning
of the development.
Developing
digital solutions for environmental
assurance is no easy task but
involving determination, review,
test, and integration. We act on
development to visualisation.
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COMMUNICATIONS

In the modern digital world,
communications mean more than 2dimensional concept exchange. 3D
illustrations, creative infographics,
interactive mappings are visualisation
tools to help convey information about
projects and their impacts. Original
t h o u g h t s a n d a s i m p l i fi e d
communication approach through 3D
visualisation are here to speed up the
decision-making. The digital
environment comes across all working
levels for communicating the digestible
messages.

DIGITAL
WORKING

A Digital working environment
facilitates connection, enhances
intelligence and versatility,
encourages transparency, embraces
collaboration and mobility, attains
productivity, allows fair-minded
and inclusion, and improves
accuracy.

DIGITAL LEAD

Thorough digital disciplines guide
digital working processes and the
formation of the digital working
environment. The centric of digital
transformation is the principles we
hold.

DIGITAL
PRINCIPLES

Digital culture and technology
interact with digital working
principles. At the back end, data
management, quality, and
standards are essential to ensure
integrity. Effective communications
lead to accessibility for all needs
while maintaining security and
confidentiality.
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Turn thinking into doing
Why digitalisation
The 3D illustration is an inside-out approach. It
breaks through the conventional 2D plane to a
3D virtual reality illustration, bringing the
knowledge and information to the stakeholders'
realisation. Integrating all data into one virtual
reality paradigm renews the way of
communications. It empowers diverse functions
involved in the process - facilitators, catalysts,
supporters, partners, knowledge providers,
knowledge stimulators, and change agents.
Successfully demonstrating the concepts allures
social, knowledge, and experience inclusion.
Inclusion triggers meaningful dialogue,
discovering possibilities, and advancing
problem-solving. Harnessing the potentials of
modern information and communication
technologies (ICT) by stakeholders engagement
and environmental projects development from
start to continuous refinement unveils the right
interpretation of development investment we
face each day and afterward.
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Virtual Reality

Virtual reality is a game-changer. In an environmental sense, it mimics the surroundings,
and we can add our external idea into the simulated environment to virtually test the
practicability. Thoroughly to learn the project environment, the authorities and
stakeholders are effortlessly to recognise the potential externality before moving on urban
development.
Virtual reality serves properly at:
‣ Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
‣ Noise Barriers Retrofitting Project
‣ Noise Mapping and Verification
‣ Animation and Photomontage Project
‣ Staff training
Combining ANewR's extensive experience in environmental assessment and monitoring for
various government agencies, ANewR accommodates the expertise in producing the smart
city solution for our clients in mitigating the environmental concerns. Consolidating our
environmental and digital skills, ANewR has equipped with a mobile app to present 3D
immersive reality during design to appraise alternatives and evaluate the effectiveness of
different scenarios. Our skills are further furnished with design visualisation tools so as to
let our clients inspect the big picture of the overall design performance.
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Smart Monitoring &
Auditing

An automated monitoring system supported by a technology platform empowers authorised
parties to operate through a spectrum of IT devices, including smartphones and tablets.
The system automatically signals the breaches and visually verifies the sources. All data is
filed and immediately accessible for use. The system contributes substantial savings in
manpower and costs for site monitoring works and enhances information distribution
amongst project parties.
The automated system features:
‣ Web-based, online, open system architecture
‣ "Control Centre" Concept
‣ One-stop EM&A workflow management
‣ Secured remote access
‣ Real-time data reporting & data analysis
‣ Real-time event/action triggering & warning
‣ Report generator
Environmental monitoring systems can manage multiple emission sources irrespective of
their locations. Powered by state-of-the-art information technology, ANewR's monitoring
systems provide our clients with a multimedia platform for timely reporting and productive
communication among contractors, environmental teams, inspectors, project proponents,
the Authorities, and the managers of the emission sources. The system is designed to
comply with regulations, compliance check will be performed throughout the monitoring
process.
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Smart
Enforcement

To effectively combat environmental crime, random inspection and control are hardly
adequate. Target enforcement action and strategy are set to surveillance the risk. The riskbased approach uses a webcam system, unmanned aerial vehicle to surveil, and a project
website to release surveillance information.
ANewR's track record was to supply a continuous noise monitoring system comprising a
network of CCTV and noise and weather monitoring equipment at nearly 100 locations
across Hong Kong. The purpose was to monitor the magnitude of noise created by current
and future construction activities.
ANewR's consultants, who are qualified MHKIOA and MIOA, have extensive experience in
surveying & analysing sound, noise & vibration. We are competent in supporting:
‣ Soundscape Design by Big Data
‣ 3D Visualisation of Noise Impacts
‣ Noise Surveys and Monitoring
‣ Road Traffic Noise Impact Assessment
‣ Construction Noise Impact Assessment / Permitting
‣ Rail Noise Impact Assessment
‣ Diagnosis of Acoustics & Vibration Concerns
‣ Industrial Noise Impact Assessment
‣ Testing Facility & Laboratory Setup
‣ Automatic Noise Monitoring System
‣Feasibility Study and Design of Noise Mitigation Measures
‣Noise Assessment for Planning Applications
‣Sound Software Development
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Smart City Blueprint

There is a trend that urban challenges are addressed by innovation and technology. City
management is going digital to keep up with the demand for sustainable living - peoplecentric’s city associates with environmental-friendly living conditions. Beyond the 3D EIA,
environmental design is a profession to master to bring out the sustainable city.
The ANewR Environmental Design Team is proficient in a number of prevailing modelling
tools such as ANSYS Fluent CFD Simulation, Autodesk Ecotect Analysis, DIALux, INSUL,
SONarchitect, SoundPLAN Acoustics, Designbuilder, and eQUEST, etc.
ANewR's designing measures to deal with different kind of environmental impacts are:
‣ Air Ventilation Assessment (AVA)
‣ Acoustics design for building envelopes
‣ Micro-climate studies, both quantitative and qualitative, using computer simulation and
field survey
◦
thermal comfort
◦
daylight and sun shading optimisation
◦
heat emissions and dispersion of air pollutants
◦
wind flow
◦
natural ventilation
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Cave
Automatic
Virtual
Environment

A practice in digitally displaying technical data and designing to stakeholders is of great
importance from the start of the projects to ensure to build a city upon the people's needs.
The triumph is given to the projects which the people can feel and experience the benefits
of smart city planning brings. The digital roadmap in environmental evaluation from
applying the CAVE platform for an immersive experience, 3D EIA application for virtual
reality, to utilising the artificial intelligence system for smart environmental assessment is
assuring thorough stakeholder engagement.
Behind the virtual environment construction, ANewR capitalises on our experience in
geographical information system (GIS), remote sensing, CAD/CAM, big data analytics, and
building information modelling (BIM).
ANewR is able to design, develop, or advise on innovative yet practicable solutions:
‣ To facilitate geospatial data analysis, what-if scenario analysis to support decisionmaking processes
‣ To foster collaboration among teams throughout the project life cycle from planning,
design, construction to operation phases
‣ To align data structure and provide the overall data infrastructure for open access
‣ To support cost-effective capacity building and value creation
‣ To build Cave Automatic Virtual Environment
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Smart
Environmental
Assessment System

Once the data is captured, these data are the lesson learnt. It is essential to reposit them, reuse them as
reference for future projects. Smart Environmental Assessment System is intelligently capable of learning
from past EIA and performing EIA for projects and planning, analysing public comment, and proposing
mitigation measures. Environmental constraints will be identified by retrieving the map previously derived
from geospatial data. Automated EM&A checking system and integration of 5G and artificial intelligence
technology heighten the enforcement measures. The use of 360 cameras and drones to continuously monitor
the work in progress is reasonably applicable.
ANewR believes that the use of ICT enables our clients to achieve relevant ECO goals more cost-effectively.
Our solutions have been adopted in transportation, power, education, and government sectors.
Key solutions include:
‣ Automated Environmental Monitoring System (AEMS)
‣ Tree Management System (TMS)
‣ Knowledge Management System (KMS)
‣ Environmental Assurance System (EAS)
‣ Content Management System (CMS)
‣ Visual Monitoring System (VMS)
‣ Weather Monitoring System (WMS)
‣ 3D EIA
‣ 3D Electronic Visualisation & Interaction
‣ 3D Noise Mapping
‣ Online Questionnaire System
‣ Mobile Apps & Games (iOS / Android / Windows)
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ANewR Consulting Limited has been venturing into environmental areas since 2008. Instituted
by a team of seasoned environmental experts, acoustical specialists, and electronic engineers, we
are proficient in rendering one-stop environmental and digital services to public and private
sectors across Asia and Europe.

We are actively participating in numerous projects - different kinds of buildings e.g., ageing
centre, commercial and residential, dormitory, hospital, school, and infrastructure, e.g.,
crematorium, desalination, drainage, sewerage, road, tunnel, rail. Our exposures enable us to
facilitate clients such as:
‣ Developers, Architects, and Planners on planning applications and green building projects
‣ Contractors on CNP application, BEAM projects, EM&A and automatic noise monitoring
systems
‣ Project Proponents and Engineers on 3D EIA
‣ Corporations on IT systems - Government and Consultants on public engagement tools

Multi-disciplinary team spirit is cultivated with clients that ANewR has served are multi-national
companies from the UK, the US, Asia, and governmental departments. 20+ years of domain
knowledge and experience on environmental management and corporate social responsibility has
proceeded ANewR as a leading management consultancy, taking the key fundamental knowledge
and expertise into digital solutions.
Contact us to let us know your project needs and discuss how we can support you.
‣ Air Quality

‣ Virtual Reality

‣ Aircraft Noise / AEDT Modelling

‣ Smart environmental monitoring

‣ Acoustics, Noise & Vibration

‣ Smart enforcement

‣ BEAM Plus & Green Building

‣ Smart city blueprint

‣ Water Quality and Wastewater Treatment

‣ Cave automatic virtual environment

‣ Waste Management

‣ Smart environmental assessment system

‣ Landfill Gas Hazard
‣ Risk Assessment
‣ Ecology and Conservation
‣ Contaminated Land Assessment and
Remediation
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Contact Us
ANewR Consulting Limited
Unit 517 Tower A Regent Centre,
63 Wo Yi Hop Road, HK
Phone: (852)2618-2836
Email: web@anewr.com
Web: anewr.com

